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Thanks to social media, more people than ever now consume architecture every day 
through their feeds. However, their attention is fleeting — with millions of architectural 
ideas flowing across the web, each designer has just a brief moment to make an impact. 
This means one image or drawing needs to possess the power to tell a whole story on 
its own, in seconds. For any designer, producing a viral drawing might just kickstart their 
career. But what exactly makes an architectural drawing special?

Enter the One Drawing Challenge, an inspirational ideas competition hosted by Architizer. 
The task laid down to participants is simple: Create one drawing that communicates a 
new architectural proposal or existing piece of architecture, and the experience of those 
that would inhabit it. It can be located anywhere in the world and be at any scale. It can 
take the form of a plan, section, elevation, perspective or sketch. As long as it portrays a 
building, a group of buildings or a whole city, it is eligible.

After a global public vote and review by an esteemed jury of architects and creative 
thinkers, the following 100 drawings came out on top. These drawings tell a powerful 
story about architecture and its impact on our world today. Explore the following pages 
and consider how you might communicate an architectural story through a single image. 
What will you create for the next One Drawing Challenge in 2020?

Paul Keskeys, Content Director, Architizer

Introduction
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One Drawing
Challenge

Top 100

Thank You to Our Sponsors
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Student Winner     10

Non-Student Winner     18

10 Commended Entries     27

88 Finalists     49
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Between possibilities and limitations

This drawing is not a proposal of a new architecture, rather it is a 
representation of human existence in a rapidly globalising world, the political 
and economic frameworks of which encapsulate us with illusions of endless 
possibilities. On deeper inspection, however, these possibilities are not 
limitless, but in fact limited. We find ourselves in the same line and in pursuit 
of the same aspirations. The physical fabric of our cities too mirror these 
values, this sameness, with specificities and realities of place having little or 
no say in their formal and spatial development. They have all started to look 
the same, hence making this world appear much smaller than it actually is. 
Where as the scale and perspective of my drawing reflects the illusion of 
endless possibilities, the repetition of elements reflects the limitations.

category / sketch

by Ozair Mansoor / student winner
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The student winner of the inaugural 
One Drawing Challenge is Ozair 
Mansoor, a student at Indus Valley 
School of Art and Architecture 
in Karachi, Pakistan. Mansoor’s 
conceptual piece “Between 
Possibilities and Limitations” 
captivated jurors with its highly 
atmospheric and spatial qualities. 
Ozair won $2,500, an iPad Pro 
and numerous other prizes for his 
submission.

The drawing imagines a great 
exhibition hall that serves as a 
representation of human existence 
in a rapidly globalizing world. Rather 
than depicting a proposal for a new 
architecture, Mansoor depicts this 
current condition through a physical 
manifestation. The ingenuity of the 
drawing comes from the illusion of 
endless possibilities, amplified by its 
scale and perspective. Upon closer 
inspection, the repetition of elements 
reflects the world’s “sameness”. 

We caught up with Ozair Mansoor to 
gain a better understanding of his 
philosophy, workflow and feelings on 
the success of “Between Possibilities 
and Limitations”.

Nathaniel Bahadursingh: Your 
drawing speaks to an illusion of 
endless possibilities in our rapidly 
globalizing world, and you depict 
this through the repetition of 
elements to reflect the world as 
instead limited. Referring to these 
elements, what seems like shelved 
spheres stretching into infinity, do 
they symbolize anything specific, 
if at all? 

Ozair Mansoor: The shelved spheres 
represent possibilities. Now, I left 
this open-ended for the viewer 
— they could be possibilities of 
life or possibilities of what one 
aspires to achieve, to be, to strive 
for, essentially possibilities of a fate 
of survival. But, the fact that they 
are shelved and not more than one 
can be accommodated in one box 
depicts that they are limited as well.

interview / Ozair Mansoor

The fact that they are repeated and 
the drawing gives the illusion of them 
being endless also goes to show that 
this fate which we all want to acquire 
has a “sameness” that, in one way 
or another, makes us human. This 
sameness is to survive, the survival 
of the fittest in this rapidly globalizing 
world. Evolving from hunters and 
gatherers, we are still the same, that 
quality is still intrinsic to us: We are 
still hunting for survival.
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interview / Ozair Mansoor
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interview / Ozair Mansoor
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interview / Ozair Mansoor

What were the primary challenges 
of conceiving your work, from 
forming the idea to the actual 
physical process of drawing?

The primary challenge for me was 
to define what an architectural 
story means, and it took me good 
two weeks to define this, after 
having numerous conversations 
with professors, colleagues and 
even non-architects, such as my 
family. It was a challenge for me 
to gain inspiration and perceive 
a narrative; therefore I just took 
inspiration from what impacts me 
the most in architecture and the built 
environment itself.

During the inception of my idea, 
I was interning in an architectural 
firm in Chicago. The urban scape 
of Chicago and Karachi are poles 
apart. Chicago is home to a dense 
skyline, based on a grid and heavily 
pedestrianized. This made me walk 
through spaces where the high rises 
towered over me, almost daunting, 
yet very connected.

The beauty of the city was the 
fact that it was so pedestrianized, 
but, as I was an alien to the urban 
mobility systems, I soon realized the 
hollowness in that hustle and bustle 
of the street. As it was simply a mode 
of getting from one box to another, 
from one building to another, from the 
train station to the subway, in pursuit 
of survival, the fast paced streets 
were a physical manifestation of the 
proverb “time is money”.

In Karachi, due to the lack of this 
infrastructure, poorly maintained 
streets and a lack of pedestrian 
movement, my city gives me a very 
different feel of the boxes around 
me. I interact with them from a 
distance, mostly visually. This is an 
unfortunate reality of our cities; the 
built environment reflects the nature 
of the society.
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interview / Ozair Mansoor
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interview / Ozair Mansoor

I drafted this drawing on a 20 inch 
square sheets which gave me a 
sense of the monumental scale and 
control over the positioning of my 
human figures. Moreover the raw 
connection of pen to paper allowed 
me to exercise the law of thirds, this 
led to my vanishing point being at 
the intersection of the two-thirds 
of the square sheet giving the 
square a dynamic flow and fluid eye 
movement.

What one tip would you give 
students and architects looking 
to win next year’s One Drawing 
Challenge?

My advice to aspiring ODC 
participants would be to just 
sketch as often as they can, and 
sketch everything. All this feeds 
into conceptualizing strategies for 
such complex narratives. Drawing 
is the MOST powerful mode of 
communication, there is no right and 
no wrong, no one can question you 
as long as you’re communicating 
your idea across. You can defy laws 
of the world in a drawing as you’re 
the God of your little sketchbook, 
parchment or canvas.

What does winning the 2019 One 
Drawing Challenge mean to you?

Winning this competition means that 
anything is possible. I nonchalantly 
submitted my entry Between 
Possibilities and Limitations, but little 
did I know that it will be recognized 
and rewarded by the jurors. This 
gives me, my institution, Indus Valley 
School of Art and Architecture, and 
my country, Pakistan, great pride! 
Pakistan Zindabad!

For your piece, why did you choose 
that specific illustration technique 
and format?

For me, architecture is purely a study 
of spaces, and that is what I aim 
to explore. The richer a space, the 
richer the envelope. Also, in order 
to depict the above mentioned 
narrative of my interaction with 
the built environment, a one-point 
perspective impacted me the most, 
as all our possibilities and sameness 
lead to singularity, where everything 
overlaps. As such, a sketch formed 
the best way to explore a space 
where the view continually narrows.

Do you have any other work as 
conceptual as this?

Ozair Mansoor: I feel in this age of 
technology it is imperative to grow 
and adapt more contemporary 
means of work, but it also comes 
with the responsibility and skill 
of retaining the traditions. In this 
particular drawing I used both 
traditional drafting methods and 
contemporary computer aided skills, 
such as photoshop.
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The Machine: A Mechanical Mudlark

Inspired by modern day treasure hunters known as the Mudlarks of the River 
Thames, London, the drawing encapsulates the collision of two worlds; Man 
and Machine. The latter is hyper-engineered with the power to harvest objects 
hidden deep beneath the Thames. ‘The Machine’ is a vessel built to serve man. 
This creature of the deep, fracks through the riverbed in order to surface lost 
treasures. The internal housing aboard the vessel is enclosed within a pressure 
chamber; this operations center or ‘The Nest’ is the control hub from which 
the crew systematically execute underwater archaeological excavations before 
returning to the dock for deposition and processing. Artefacts ranging from 
discarded shopping trollies to priceless antiquities are cleaned and preserved 
for display in a fluvial museum on the Thames foreshore.

category / other

by Mandalika Justine Roberts / non-student winner
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British architect Mandalika Justine 
Roberts scooped the Non-Student 
Winner title in the inaugural One 
Drawing Challenge with “The 
Machine: A Mechanical Mudlark”, 
a piece inspired by the modern 
day “Mudlark” treasure hunters of 
the River Thames in London. The 
drawing encapsulates the collision 
of man and machine, expressed 
through the historical narrative of 
scavenging. Roberts wins $2,500 
and a collection of professional 
drawing tools, along with a well-
deserved spotlight for her creation.

Roberts delivered an incredibly 
detailed, “hyper-engineered” machine 
that appears mystical and alive, yet 
robotic in nature. Each of its physical 
components serves a purpose, 
expressing just how calculated and 
meticulous Roberts was in designing 
“The Machine”. To understand more 
about the mind behind this award-
winning drawing, we spoke with 
Mandalika Justine Roberts and got 
some great insight.

Nathaniel Bahadursingh: 
How did you imagine the intricate 
mechanical details of this 
imaginary machine? How much 
technical thought was put into its 
design?

Mandalika Justine Roberts: 
Technically speaking, the machine 
is designed around the existing 
technology of cutter suction 
dredgers, which are capable of a 
scope of work from land reclamation 
to riverbank protection. I’ve also 
been inspired by Dutch artist 
Theo Jansen’s ‘strandbeest’ kinetic 
sculptures, and blended these ideas 
in conjunction with the excavating 
mechanical ‘arms’ from the dredger.

This resulted in the brutish 
appearance of working machinery. 
It has an animalistic presence, but 
on closer inspection, it appears 
robotic. Whilst the technical details 
are plausible, I opted to weave this 
hyper-engineered concept into the 
scavenger narrative, focusing on 
man and machine interacting with 
architecture.

interview / Mandalika Justine Roberts
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What were the primary challenges 
of conceiving your work, from 
forming the idea to the actual 
physical process of drawing?

Predictably, there were technical 
issues left, right and centre. I sat 
down with my grandfather, an ex-
naval engineer, and the architect 
in me challenged him to ‘make it 
work’.  He came to the conclusion 
this would cost too much, take too 
long and logistically not be fit for 
purpose!

Understandably, this enigma took 
many iterations. However, all the 
refining and redesigning allowed 
me to work to a final drawing which 
could best summarize and showcase 
the complexity of the project.

interview / Mandalika Justine Roberts
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For your piece, why did you choose 
that specific illustration technique 
and format?

In order to best convey a sense of 
the sublime narrative, I chose to 
shroud the drawing in atmospheric 
fog. At first this went against by best 
instincts, as I had spent a lot of time 
3D modeling, rendering and drawing 
the composition to then obscure 
a lot of that work. However, I’m 
delighted that the risk paid off. The 
black and white palette and framed 
vignette were chosen to emphasize 
the chiaroscuro drama.

Do you have any other work as 
conceptual as this?

In my work, I enjoy creating a 
balance between drawing fine-tuned 
orthographics and producing wildly 
unpredictable conceptual renderings. 
I’ve also designed another series 
which is based on a recent natural 
phenomena in Thanet, UK, where 
drastic environmental changes had 
a catastrophic effect on marine life. 
The project is a crab-apocalypse-
inspired gluttonous seafood 
extravaganza, where restaurant 
meets theatre.

interview / Mandalika Justine Roberts
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interview / Mandalika Justine Roberts

What connection does the theme 
of your work have to you and your 
experience?

For this particular project I was 
inspired by London’s Mudlarkers. I’d 
watch this community meander the 
Thames foreshore at low tide and 
they would later post their findings 
online. People from all walks of life 
would try and identify the artifacts, 
work out their potential value and 
historic symbolism.

I gave it a go myself, of course, and 
found nothing more than a discarded 
supermarket trolley, a spatula and 
a broken clay pipe. I hadn’t quite 
struck gold but this was my treasure 
all the same.
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interview / Mandalika Justine Roberts
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interview / Mandalika Justine Roberts

What one tip would you give 
students and architects looking 
to win next year’s One Drawing 
Challenge?

Be brave and be bold with the 
composition. Architectural narrative 
can speak volumes. I sought to 
address the question: if this complex 
project had a single cover image, 
what would it be?

Graphically speaking, the drawing 
doesn’t necessarily have to be the 
whole story; it can be compelling to 
leave the viewer asking questions 
so entice them with enough to want 
to read on. However, questions need 
answers, so be ready to provide 
the depth of research and thought 
behind the visual aspect. Curiosity 
can be powerful. It is, after all, what 
drove my imagination into fabricating 
what lies beneath the River Thames.

What does winning the 2019 One 
Drawing Challenge mean to you?

It is such a great honor to receive 
this. Until now I’ve not had the 
courage to enter a competition of 
this magnitude and it looks like 
I should cut my losses whilst I’m 
ahead! I’m hugely grateful to all 
those at Architizer.

The talent pool in this competition 
was extraordinary; it must have been 
a nightmare selecting the final few. 
What I’ll definitely take away from 
this experience is a sense of pride 
in my work, finally plucking up the 
courage to share my work online 
and a resolution to produce more 
competition-worthy drawings.

How did the process and workflow 
of creating this work compare to 
traditional architectural drafting?

The process and workflow were 
surprisingly similar. Granted, these 
are not your usual orthographics, 
however, the workflow was almost 
identical to that I use in practice. 
From precedents, to research, 
to sketching preliminary ideas; I 
developed a highly detailed 3D 
digital model from which I extracted 
2D orthographics.

I worked in AutoCAD to produce 
line weights and from the 3D model, 
extracted texture, tone and shadow 
renders. All of these layers are then 
pieced together in Photoshop and 
accentuated with photo textures 
for depth and atmosphere. I did, in 
fact, go a step further in creating 
this drawing by reworking in digitally 
drawn elements to exude the fantasy 
grunge effect.
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Top 10 
Commended

Entries
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All at Sea

This drawing represents our vision for a border control point between Israel 
and Jordan in the middle of the Dead Sea. As a reaction from our traveling 
experience, this project aims to reflect on the ‘apparatus’ of border crossings. 
It portrays our impression of the long and interruptive, almost dehumanizing 
process of border crossings, where military forces and antagonism between 
nations are omnipresent, yet also trivialized by the tediousness of the procedure.

The scheme exaggerates counter-productivity, and amplifies the induced 
feeling of disorientation or absurdity. The user is therefore forced into a 
long sequential process by a continuous flow of automated trains, following 
two trajectories that never physically connect but entangle into moments of 
tension. The use of color conveys a more ironic tone, where the whimsical 
representation intentionally contrasts with the darkness of the subject matter.

category / perspective

by Amélie Savoie-Saumure, Pascale Julien, and 
Matt Breton-Honeyman / commended
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The Unending Square

In references from theories devised from Tschumi’s architectural disjunctions, 
real and fictional architectural elements of events, space and movement 
with a varying level of visibility and accessibility are distributed across 
the building without a main central point and a clear hierarchy of space; 
reflecting the nonhierarchical organizational of the coworking community.

It encourages and allows the workers and visitors to move and hot desking 
around different part of the building in different time of the day to either 
have a ‘fresh start’ or have a clearer view and be familiarized with the 
surrounding, thus creating unintended encounter and dynamic interaction 
within the coworking community.

The building established itself as a game of snake and ladders, with its 
unending circulation filled with alternating program, alternating accessibility, 
varying space conditions, multiple entry/exit point that provides coworker a 
game of choice towards an undetermined daily routine and events.

by Caleb Ong Yan Weng / commended

category / other
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Health Hazards of the Yale School of 
Architecture

The brutal and stoic piers of Rudolph Hall belie the mayhem contained within. 
Even a single year within Rudolph’s grasp is a hazard, and three years can 
be nearly fatal. This drawing endeavors to map out the most common pitfalls: 
from review anxiety to carpet burn, from resin fumes to broken dreams.

Through the convention of a cut-away axon, this drawing shows all of the 
activities of Rudolph Hall simultaneously. This format emphasizes the many 
overlapping stimulations, passions, and ambitions of the occupants. The 
parallel projection emphasizes each narrative evenly, allowing the viewer’s 
attention to slide from one hazard to the next, inviting the viewer to piece 
together a feeling of the holistic chaos of a year at the Yale School of 
Architecture.

by Winston Yuen and Christopher Tritt / commended

category / other
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Plastic Britain

‘Plastic Britain’ is a piece that speculates on a extreme outcome from our 
lack of action towards preventing global warming. Global warming has 
resulted in the dramatic rise in sea levels across the world, and Britain’s 
shorelines will not be safe as they continue to rise. The drawing is set on the 
shore of ‘The Wash’, as this area will suffer dearly from flooding in the future. 
It is the site where King John lost his crown.

Whilst attempting to cross The Wash’s marshlands, the tide suddenly came 
in, sending many of his valuable belongings into the water, never to be 
recovered. His reign was not met with support from the British public and is 
often portrayed as a greedy villain, most famously in Disney’s ‘Robin Hood’. 
Our negligence towards the planet will result in an outcome like this drawing 
suggests. The planet beyond recovery. Buried beneath a plastic tomb.

by Christian Coackley / commended

category / other
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Baker Street

The drawing represents a scene of everyday life in a characteristic place in 
London: Baker Street, a station on the London Underground in the City of 
Westminster. It is one of the original stations of the Metropolitan Railway, the 
world’s first underground railway, opened in 1863. The underground station 
is flooded with natural light by a row of cleverly designed light wells that 
direct non-direct light onto the platform.

The shifting of the sun produces distinct lighting situations according to 
the time of day. A play of light and shadows. The light sculpts the forms. 
Lighting is not seen as separate from the architecture. It is the primary 
building material. In a place that undergoes the fascination of time. The main 
character is waiting for someone or something. Waiting is when you are 
suspended in time, traveling, not with your body but, with your mind. You get 
carried away by thoughts.

category / perspective

by Isabelle Turco / commended
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Remnants of a Separation

It is post-war Aleppo. Syrians are starting to return to their homes. They 
remember a city rich with heritage and culture but have arrived to see a city 
that suffered greatly from corruption, bombing and communal chaos during 
the conflict. It is a broken place that needs reconstruction to bring the 
region together.

The challenge is to create memory infused architecture to be served for 
and by the citizens of Aleppo. The solution is a Caravanserai to help Syrians 
transition to a permanent home, incorporating traditional markets (Souq) 
and leisure activities (shopping, storytelling and debates) to kick start the 
building of communities.

Memories are incorporated through traditional architectural language 
and ruins are converted to public gardens. In “Remnants of a Separation”, 
elements of the design have been fragmented and arranged in a narrative-
like format.

category / other

by Tom Gardner / commended
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Seed Lottery

The Seed Lottery is held once every spring and provides the farmers of 
the surrounding region with seed for the upcoming growing season. In a 
future where agriculture is controlled by the government, seed is delivered 
via GPS controlled vessels which are ejected from a repurposed Atlas F 
Missile Silo. The delivery process became extremely popular because of 
its carnivalesque characteristics. The government, taking advantage of this 
opportunity, built a stadium over the silo and created the greatest spectacle 
of the plains.

With its growing popularity, this small institution has become a large 
establishment with high security and a nationally large fan base. In order to 
keep the show afloat, much labor is needed down within the silo to keep the 
massive crowd above satisfied. The celebratory atmosphere of the stadium 
and the gritty entourage within the silo is segmented by the ground plane 
providing different perspectives of the event.

category / section

by Nathan Gradoville / commended
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Knucklebead

Knucklebead is inhabited by the imagination.

category / other

by Andrew Evans / commended
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Banlieue

Metropolitans around our world are all gradually expanded and one of the 
most iconic cities in the world ‘Paris’ has undergone this transformation 
in the past 50-60 years. This expansion happened without the habitats 
influence and only the economical wealthy minority could afford to stay 
inside the “Banlieues” (city limits). These less-wealthy Parisians were 
indirectly forced out in social dwelling outside the city limits.

Not everyone was adaptable and fell outside the boundaries of social class 
and with no political- and social system to catch them, many are forced 
even further out. How can we as an architect improve the overall lives 
of its inhabitants and immigrants and create a sustainable future for the 
generations and how do we bridge between social inequality and cultural 
differences in modern Paris? and how we think metropolitans in the future?

category / sketch

by Praewa Samachai / commended
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The Instagram Home

The scheme speculates on the future of architecture and social media, 
building on the trend of selfie filters transforming a person’s physical 
appearance to suit a standardized idea of beauty. An architectural translation 
of this technology is theorized, in which users will be able to spatially 
transform their living space to whatever they desire online, hence a reduced 
physical environment serving only the bare necessities of living.

This new lifestyle is curated around a social media obsessed future, where 
all aspects are designed to aid a higher online presence. The Instagram bed 
is big enough for rest, but multiplies in size if one wishes. Props, lighting and 
recording equipment infest the site, but are invisible through augmentation 
come posting time. Clothes are plain and purely for covering oneself, 
as fashion is now fully digitised. An exposed infrastructure allows for an 
inexpensive typology, hence enticing masses to live through social media.

category / perspective

by Samiur Rahman / commended
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88 Finalists
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401 North Wabash: Refugee 
Acceptance Center - 4

This drawing is from a series that contemplates a future where the last 
physical manifestations of a collapsed brand is reimagined by designers, 
fabricators, and autonomous equipment, stripped to skeletal remains, 
reinforced, weatherproofed, and then organically overcome by an upward 
wave of idiosyncratic housing and vertical public spaces.
 
As its lived in, banners and kites, sails and shields, hack a sinuous weave 
wrapping around, purposeful disruptors, automated and synchronized to 
form a mechanized atomization of wind currents and habitable exterior 
conditions at great heights.
 
There is a serenity about the rippling sails, flickering in the sunlight, warmly 
aglow in the evening, the chaotic mass ebbs and flows, evolving into a 
celebratory and supportive vertical favela with the spirit of an alley market or 
plaza teeming with life, families and friends, refugees and Chicagoans…

category / perspective

by Gregory Klosowski
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2089

It’s 2089. You’re walking through Central London when you arrive to the 
Historic Centre, in the main City square. In front of you, a tall building stands, 
accompanied with 4 graphene ringed arches holding skyports and meeting 
at the top. It seems to be an intervention of graphene and metallic glass on 
an allegedly much older edifice : The Gherkin. Other notable skyscrapers are 
also transformed : the Leadenhall building has been laid on its longer side, 
the “Walkie Talkie” and the “Scalpel” were moved on a higher platform to 
allow for an easier circulation on the ground, while the Tower of London was 
severely damaged.

A dystopian vision of a metropolis was conceptualized in an effort to criticize 
the unrestrained focus on technological advances in architecture. In a world 
where the prime concern is to build smarter, the critical need to preserve the 
architectural heritage has been neglected.

category / perspective

by Chada Elalami
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A Hopeful Horizon 

This drawing visualises a women’s handicraft operative within the density 
of a refugee camp in the West Bank, Palestine. The view is an exterior view 
of a green-roof and shows some of the tectonic elements in the building 
development. The drawing also aims to express the ‘messiness’ of refugee 
camps.

The project looks to provide a solution to the ongoing contestations in 
Israel/Palestine. It aims to give back rightful control and independence 
to refugees in Palestine by initiating the development of impromptu 
architectural insertions. These modular developments specifically respond 
& cater to the socioeconomic needs of refugees. The developments make 
use of key tectonic elements that form together allowing affordance and self 
building incentive – as a means to extend the existing socioeconomic fabric 
in Qalandia.

Ad Hoc Autonomy is a project that seeks to initiate and establish self-
sufficiency in refugee camps through the sprawl of modular and liminal 
developments.

category / perspective

by Hamza Shaikh
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A-RT-LLEGORICAL LAYERS

Exploring the concept of layering in archaeology, painting and architecture, 
a new architectural vision rises as an artistic layered extension to Beirut’s 
archaeological layers (*adjacent site: Historical tell/Downtown), celebrating 
the marriage between the Western and Middle-Eastern artistic creativity.
The stimulation opens the debate on the past, present, and future of “ART”: 
how will we celebrate the humanitarian side of the masters of art while 
embracing what technology can offer us?

A series of colorful “Pavilleries” (“Pavi”--“Pavilion”+ “llery” --“Gallery”) hanged 
on a white grid translates the philosophies of the most influential modern 
art movements through successive architectural signs telling the story 
through “allegory”. A wall representing the “Death of art” breaks the grid into 
the maze of limitless directions in contemporary art …The last immersive 
pavillery raises the questions:

How HUMAN Art will be in the future? What is the future of art exhibition 
spaces in the age of Post-Human Development?

category / other

by Sana Khaled Abdallah
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AESTHETICS OF DENSITY 
HOUSING

Mapping density through drawings has blurred the boundary between inside 
and outside of urban structures. The proposed drawing method intersects 
static and dynamic parts of the buildings. Density has pushed drawing 
as a critical tool to the limit; when the architecture and the life of object 
become one. At that moment, we do not draw any more the designed quality 
of buildings; yet we draw the moment when system collapses, the glitch. 
Despite the fact that drawings represent the flash of the moment of density 
housing transformations, they create a new architectural trace. Aesthetic 
qualities of congested buildings are hidden behind the everydayness. 
Drawing could not be so precise such as some mechanical tool, but could 
bring unexpected simultaneously spatial relationships and advance our 
future design processes.

Technique: 2019 (Digital Collage of Hand Pencil Drawings), 2013-2017 (The 
Books of Hand Pencil Drawings-Maps)

category / abstract

by Snezana Zlatkovic
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Aletheia

A language dies every two weeks somewhere in the world. It is believed 
that 90% of the 7,000 languages currently spoken in the world will become 
extinct by year 2050. As Dalibor Vesely architectural theorist once said: 
there is an apparent conflict between something purely economical and 
something which is purely culturally relevant. The loss of linguistic diversity 
calls upon our social awareness. Human development does not solely 
depend on joining the modern world in the most expedient fashion. Here 
we are facing a millennium briefing of human culture with each language 
dying. This section drawing is part of a proposal which aims to investigate 
the cultural ramification of language homogenization, and introduces an 
architectural solution through the design of a Rare Books Library located 
within the ruins of Dry Dock 1, in the historic Brooklyn Navy Yard.

category / section

by Niloufar Alenjery
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Anti-Gravity

Architecture gives an identity to a city. With changes into the scales, light, 
perspectives, volumes and size; a façade is built with buildings, a city raises 
on each floor, a church is made as a bridge... Even gravity can affect the 
entire perception of an urban view. This conceptual art describes the duality 
between the rich and faraway vision of skyscrapers and the maze of streets 
from the same city.

category / sketch

by Viet Chu Danh Nguyen
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Architectural Fugue

The Architectural Fugue questions the framework in which architecture 
exists. How are traditionally called figures and grounds considered in 
a reality where one does not exist without the other. While the fugue 
interestingly addresses this question as an occurrence in music, this project 
focuses on the recursive nature of figures and grounds in the architectural 
context. The subject matter illustrated is analogous to the musical themes 
of a traditional fugue in the sense that they follow a meta structure while 
also remaining self-aligned. Implicit in this section is also the concept of 
recursion. As one structure flows into the other, the transmutative cycle 
completes itself. This narrative searches to transform the viewer’s perception 
of the illustrative delineation while also distorting the inherent meaning of 
the history, materiality, and framework in which we live our day-to-day lives.

category / section

by Christophe Young
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ARTLOCKER

ArtLocker is a prototypical proposal that can be used as a locking system for 
downtown areas expanding into culturally rich neighbourhoods, protecting 
them from developments that diminish the same, and thereby enriching their 
cultural value. The proposal for the Chicago Biennial Foundation in west 
loop Chicago has two components. First a interlocking system that combines 
four main programs designed as interconnecting blocks and their circulation 
to the core that supports and connects at least two/three surfaces of the 
blocks to itself. Second, the interlocking system locks itself to the community 
by bridging across Madison avenue and Morgan street and connecting 
the neighbouring blocks and underutilized spaces to create a communal 
space than a corporate one. The interlocking system is elevated and the 
second component drops down at various levels to the underground as 
subterranean spaces allowing Chicago to have green spaces to enjoy during 
winter.

category / other

by Shirlo Selvam
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Atlantis

We believe in a strong relation between written and living space. Architecture 
deals with meanings between visible and non-visible, material and 
immaterial which determine its relation to the poetic discourse. Therefore, 
we propose the creation of a lively and subtropical Atlas of the city. A place 
that promotes research and understanding, a tool for viewing and observing 
the world around us, a point of orientation, a point of excavation of hidden 
and unprovoked worlds. Our atlas is located in an old ruined field, a place of 
intense energy and presence, connected with exploration and contradictory 
qualities. We try to perceive space differently and propose cave-type 
qualities that embody the constant discovery, element of surprise and a 
variety of scales and formes to evoke user’s creativity and curiosity as they 
adapt what they want to do into the space. A field of endless dreaminess, in 
a complex and varied landscape.

category / parallel

by Katerina Katsarou and Eugenia Stamatiou
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Between lines: from divided city to 
connected city.

The project is being developed between two northern districts of Quebec 
City, more precisely between Wilfrid-Hamel Boulevard and the Saint-Charles 
River. Anchored in a neighborhood of great social complexity, it aims to 
create an open community where some five hundred people would meet 
daily. The project strives to reinforce the dialogue between the different 
generations of inhabitants, from different origins, thus becoming a new 
essential meeting point of the district. A new network of footbridges makes 
it possible to move from one sector to another, crossing an ancient industrial 
park converted into a big city garden with new social and student housing. 
Finally, at the intersection of these bridges, a crossroad of encounters 
emerges and takes the form of a community center that will allow for easy 
and long-term collaboration between all the actors who swarm around this 
new inclusive pole.

category / abstract

by Thibault Nguyen
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Biotic City; Neo-Indigenous 
Urbanism

Jessica Hernandez, Edgar Garcia, and Bing Bai of the Master of Architecture 
II, Geofutures Post Professional Program in Architecture at Rensselaer 
School of Architecture, under the guidance of the following faculty: Chris 
Perry and Andrew Saunders with Fleet Hower, propose Biotic City located 
in the Papahanaumokuakea Marine National Monument off the coast of 
Hawaii.

Biotic City; Neo-Indigenous Urbanism consists of a large-scale, floating 
linear structure comprised of biodegradable materials harvested from the 
site itself.

The project proposes a new post-industrial urbanism that forges intimate 
and ultimately reciprocal relationships with the natural environment, its 
complex climates and ecologies, while simultaneously engaging the needs 
and desires of human activity, achieving both through the application of 
new advancements in building technology and material science. In terms 
of programming, Biotic City proposes a remote form of research urbanism, 
a large-scale scientific complex which supports scientific observation as it 
relates to complex marine ecologies.

category / section

by Jessica Hernandez, Bing Bai, and Edgar Garcia
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Blessed With Water

The geographical position of Bangladesh says a lot about what happens 
(crops loss, houses wash away,markets get shut etc.) when the riversides 
overflow due to flash floods and other climatic conditions especially during 
monsoon. Although water serves us in so many ways in terms of agriculture, 
fishing, daily life etc. But for decades people who live by the river here 
still desire living on highlands yet there source of daily income come from 
that river they’re scared of. Considering the scenarios a visual reflection 
of mine is portrayed here how wonderful it would be to live in a self-
sustainable water based community where people won’t have to abandon 
their houses, lands during floods. A modular structural system built with 
local materials(bamboo, mud,thatch,husk) supported by RCC posts with 
connecting decks,composting toilets and provisions for permaculture is 
proposed for storing harvested crops and better living condition in a safe 
and sustainable way.

category / parallel

by Banik Sancharee Sristy
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Carbon Farm Timber Tower Unrolled 
Section

The Carbon Farm Timber Tower features urban farming in stacked aeroponic 
greenhouses and carbon capture on its facade. Located in São Paulo, the 
tower houses the Carbon Collective, activists who leverage Carbon as a 
commodity for environmental stewardship. They promote Carbon awareness 
through generative design, education, innovation, and lifestyle choices. The 
Collective feeds 2,400 people and captures 206 metric tonnes of Carbon 
daily. This is equivalent to removing 16,400 cars from the road. But the 
Collective warns that the towers alone aren’t enough. If, over the next 50 
years, they build twenty more towers in São Paulo and 200 towers in South 
America, the world only moves 1% closer to the IPCC emission reduction 
warming goals for 1.5 C. If the entire world lived like the Collective, we would 
reach those goals in less than 4 years. Combating Climate Change is not just 
a technological challenge. It’s a social one.

category / section

by Russell Einbinder and Sam Guenin
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Celebrating innocence

This story is one of a homeless child, Rakoto, who lived on the streets of 
Antananarivo. He used to look at the abandoned Soarano Train Station, today 
his home. With a humanitarian spirit, a garage has been rehabilitated into 
a school and orphanage, at first and second level respectively. All structure 
preserved, the facade looks anew, adorned by steep gable roofs extending to 
the ground, reminiscent of the traditional Merina house. In the long shaded 
corridor, Rakoto enjoys strolling, meeting or playing football with his friends in 
the park. He spends the day in the classrooms and workshops, to learn about 
his culture, values and traditions like dance. During relax time, he goes up to 
the cosy balcony to admire the city view and thinks about his dreams. Before 
going to the dormitory, Rakoto climbs on the mezzanine-library to grab a book 
for bedtime reading. Can you see Rakoto?

category / perspective

by Khushboorani Beekawoo
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CIAirbnb

In today’s world, we exist among an endless number of cameras, recording 
devices, and watchful eyes. Using the cover as an exciting stay at a unique 
Airbnb, the CIA creates a surveillance-based compound out of a retrofitted 
abandoned missile silo, built to observe and record the effects of a chemical 
concoction on human test subjects. By splitting the silo open, we can see 
the stereotypical interior architecture of today, juxtaposed among the dark, 
seedy, underlay that can exist without our knowledge. The image depicts 
several smaller moments that include labs, bedrooms, and possibly mistakes 
CIA agents are making as we speak. By deploying an extreme method of 
picture collage through photoshop, the vast amount of images found from all 
over the web can combine to create a cohesive image that melds together 
to form a moment in time amongst a very complicated story.

category / section

by Ian Jones
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Cityscape

The silent incident

At 11:23 pm on Thursday they suddenly became aware of each other and 
realized, that they had all secretly enjoyed this space for years. Seeking the 
same kind of freedom, the undesigned and sculptural world the complex 
backsides of big cities created. Liberated from architectural narrative, iconic 
gestures and state-of-the-art instafriendly placemaking they found a serene 
presence in the backsides.

As kids they would all have known a lot of spots like this. Away from the 
adult attention in the top of a tree, in love on a fire escape, on the roof or out 
of sight behind a shed in the courtyard of the block.

Lately, finding unsurveilled spaces was proving to be increasingly difficult. 
And now, 11:23 pm, this space was now on the brink of being compromised 
for all of them.

Nobody said a word, and they never spoke about it.

category / perspective

by David Bülow
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COCOON HOUSE 
(The Metamorphosis)

The design takes inspiration from the ‘Cocoon’ in which the indigenous 
upland people in Northern part of Philippines will live and feel their new 
habitation and surrounding into a distinctive level in relation to their 
traditional beliefs, customs and stories passed through by generations.

Their dwellings are stilt houses with loft and the facade has a long narrow 
diagonal aperture fitted with glazing that creates unique connection with 
nature, capturing landscape and vibrant beauty of hilly surrounding. Houses 
and zigzag walkway are supported by tall trees due to mountainous region.

The entire tribes illuminated by ‘Bottle of Light’, free energy from natural 
source of sunlight. Their primary means of livelihood are agricultural and 
farming. Educating them will help to better protect their lands, values, 
languages, legacies, and culture. The core concept is about the unity of the 
people, for the people, and be built by the people.

category / sketch

by Florencio Dela Cruz, Emmanuel Ferry, and Christian 
Balmes
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CONTEMPORARY TANG

Urban of the Chinese Tang Dynasty city-states has been famous in the 
world since ancient civilizations. Unfortunately, for many reasons, most of 
the great cultural heritage and spiritual features of the time were not left 
behind and inherited by modern people. The site is chosen in Beijing, China. 
Beijing is a mixed city. It seems to be a super mega city, but it does not have 
purely promoted the charm of the Tang Dynasty, the combination of modern 
applied technology and ecological civilization.

The greatness of city is entirely not because it can lead the economy, but 
the city has a solid belief in exploring to emerge the construction technology 
industry with people’s vernacular belief. Therefore, my drawing proposes my 
vision and expectation for the Tang Dynasty in today’s context of architecture 
and city, new modes of transportation, high-rise construction, and innovation 
of program-oriented traditional Chinese architecture in the city.

category / perspective

by Jiong Wang
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Contexture

Transbay Transit Center not only reconnect San Francisco Transport 
system, the new Facade also brings a new look to the city. Surrounding by 
the office towers, the translucent skin as a new language inserted into the 
traditional building surfaces, gives a balance for the street view and fresh 
the viewers’ eyes.

category / sketch

by Yixiong Peng
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Diorama

THE ALUDEL is the factory of the future; where the urgent appeal to go 
green with our lifestyles was yesterday, this proposal aims to establish a new 
paradigm of health care for humanity and our planet, implemented into a 
nearer 2030 reality. The proposal is based on the possible implications for 
the health service in the UK following Brexit.

Holistic health care views people as the unity of body, mind and spirit and 
the systems in which they live, through the prevention of disease rather than 
the mere managment of symptoms.

Holistic medicine will be essential in an economically hazardous future; 
therefore this factory situated in London’s Carnaby Street - where health 
amenities are scarce but trends spread like wildfire - will act as an archetype 
where alchemists will develop herbal medicine as a complimantary aid to 
pharmaceuticals to help ease pressure off the NHS and promote greener 
health care.

category / abstract

by Sherien Mechail
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Dream Den

The project is an investigation of an group of laborers who called “Sanhe 
Legend” in Shenzhen, China. The bitterness of reality drained these people’s 
confidence away, leaving them feeling abandoned by the society. To break 
away from the reality, these people decided to let go and only work for daily 
cash wage, then spent all for leisure, mostly at internet bar, adapt an life in 
virtual reality, only requested minimal physical need to survive.

Inspired by movie “Inception” and Opium War era. The story is an envision of 
the future, when these “legend’s” lifestyle is adapted by most people. Work 
only enough to survive through few days, and spent most of their time in 
“Dream Den”; a place where they can experience their true desires. In their 
dream, they see what they want to see, believe what they want to believe.

category / perspective

by Youjia Huang
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Drift Pavilions

Inspired from the journey in the Negev Desert, the drawing depicts a series 
of geo-tourism facilities in Israel’s Maktesh Ramon crater. Taking advantage 
of the existing pedestrian and bicycle paths, these simple and minimal 
concrete structures serve multiple purposes and act as landmarks in the 
vast crater. Most importantly, these structures provide shading and shelter 
in the desert. The strctures are abstracted form of a crater and derived from 
the special geology in the Maktesh Ramon.

category / perspective

by Zhi Wen Sun and Zean Wei
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Floating City

This project aims to find methods to better understand and solve the 
alternative land use in the sea and a proper transportation system for 
future performance of the city. The proposed floating city would respond to 
the issue of rising sea level, population growth, and global food crisis. The 
strategy of the project is to develop a basic module as a hybrid complex 
generated which can be flexible and suit for the new context - water. This 
module also try to create a dense and diverse interconnected urban system, 
which is full of multiplicity and realizes the spatial nearness and urban 
interdependence. By achieving the hyper-diversity in the basic module, 
people can get together as a society and form a new city. The shape of the 
module is inspired by the sea wave and the Japanese drawing ‘The Great 
Wave off Kanagawa’.

category / perspective

by Yiyun Yang
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Florentine Cube

This illustration was started as an University assignment, and the task was: 
“What Florence is for you?

So starting from that it developed and became a separate illustration, where 
I wanted to express my feelings about the city.

Narrow streets like labyrinths that make you wonder, ideally square 
piazzas, everything in stone as well as riverside, only greenery you see is 
on someones else backyard. And this is in contrast with a rich wildlife just 
outside of city boundaries.

But is it only about Florence? We see these scenarios in every city, like 
contrast of private and public, of fake and true, of man and nature, and so on.

category / abstract

by Dmytro Khyzhniak
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Free Trade Souq

If post-war Mocha, a historic trading city, were to once again become a 
link in the chain of Yemen’s interactions with the rest of the world, the 
most likely future for it would be similar to the cities of neighboring Arab 
countries, which would be to evolve into a Free Trade Zone: uniform, highly 
disconnected and isolated from local culture and social fabric. If Mocha’s 
only options are to remain in ruins or develop into a Free Trade Zone, Mocha 
is in a true dilemma indeed, between the devil and the Red Sea. Can the 
spatial practice of trade in the remaining historic trading structures of Mocha 
be used to create highly connected commercial and domestic spaces by 
using buttressing as an architectural technique to develop an interconnected 
trade zone that respects and blends the local fabric with the global 
commercial system?

category / perspective

by Marwan Bamasood
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Fusang

Where do roots stop and the human biome begin to grow? What if the 
human/Plants can sense from the surroundings with totally different organs?

Fusang is a poetry of natural and artificial world which simulates the 
transition from the artificial process to the natural self-growing system. The 
essence about the evolution is to annihilate and regenerate. The architecture 
starts from the half-machine core, applying similar method like hydroponics, 
which is to incessantly collect nutrition from the nearby soil, lake and air; 
then classify and transmit those materials to the different parts of roots and 
branches which can change the nearby environment at the end.

After hundreds of years and consistently growing, the roots and branches 
twine with the building and become an entity. Tree is already part of the shell 
and we can’t recognize the clear boundary between the live and death.

category / parallel

by Mostafa Akbari and Wenqi Huang
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Helysium_Rebirth Stage

Helysium

A music festival is something more than an entertaining experience. It is an 
event, an initiation rite into to world of senses. Amongst the leftovers of the 
old quarry in Eleusis lies a giant inflatable structure housing Helysium. It is a 
place where people leave their everyday lives behind, to get lost and ascend. 
Each year, this gigantic creature emerges from the rock quarry, giving life to 
the ecosystem of the music festival, concentrating initiates from around the 
world. For three days, this dead and empty valley is filled with sounds, life, 
art communities and performing acts. The nearby town of Eleusis observes 
the structure rise, roar and spread its light beams to the sky.

category / perspective

by Christos Kasimidis
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Home

Somewhere in Korea, my parents were born in actual ‘houses’ and grew up in 
them. When they became adults, they witnessed the rapid urbanization that 
took place and saw how it consumed their houses they once called home.

I never witnessed the same urbanization. I was born into it. So my home 
is defined by the urbanization itself, the prison that my parents wished to 
escape from.

At the moment, Korea is seeing a rise of Baby Boomers moving out of the 
city to build houses. And the result is a form of suburbia, which is not my 
home. I hardly appreciate the generous distance between neighbouring 
properties. My heart longs to be back in my real home.

My generation will be back to demolish these houses to make even denser 
apartments. Because to us, a home is not a house.

category / sketch

by SungNam (Samuel) Jang
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Hopscotch Density

Hopscotch Density is a proposal situated in Chile, Santiago. It uniquely 
explores cross laminated timber (CLT) as a method of building construction. 
The initial studies involved non-scalar studies of a lattice system based 
on weaving and interlacing joinery through an organizational tool of the 
matching rule in combination of a hopscotch pattern. The lattice system 
was tight fitted and deployed in downtown Santiago as a hyperdensity infill 
condition. The main components of the building complex are: Housing units, 
cultural center network bridges and a sculpture park.

category / parallel

by Haya Alnibari
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Inspiriting Chinatown - The Living 
Room

This cutaway sectional perspective portrays a crucial building within 
the greater masterplan set to rejuvenate Singapore’s Chinatown. Within 
this building, the arts of Cantonese opera, martial arts and lion dance 
are practised and showcased to the public. Rather than being just a 
performance space, the design celebrates the processes of preparation, 
education and interaction. Through promoting these free and organic 
processes of cultural discourse, the project is a fervent attempt to resist the 
death of our traditional art forms against the relentless modernisation.

Taking the second level (reserved for cantonese opera) as an example, the 
drawing depicts the ‘behind-the-scenes’. Preparation begins from the pre-
performance prayers and tedious make-up, to the elaborate costumes and 
headdresses, and finally to the practice of instruments, singing and acting.

Whilst encouraging greater outreach and cultural inheritance, the project 
also aims to enhance urban vibrancy and to reconstruct a cultural oasis 
within Singapore’s commercialised city center.

category / section

by Hui Zhen Zanne Lim
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Instant Space

“Instant Space” is a location-independent element that attempts to translate 
virtual content into a spatial object. Central themes are: location, parallelism 
and simultaneity of processes that take place on the Internet. The room sees 
itself as an atmospheric cloud of space - a place of wonder, amazement or 
total indifference.

category / perspective

by Nikolai Hanke
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Isometric cut-away

In contemporary Melbourne, housing is anti-social in nature. The typical 
residential model segregates/isolates neighbours particularly in large multi-
residential establishments where the need for increased sociality has not 
been addressed resulting in inadequate/inactive communities.

In this urban housing project, courtyards are scattered amongst apartments, 
enlivening and animating the complex through the establishment of a 
physical link/shared outdoor space between groups of 2-3 dwellings — this 
aims to dissolve common social barriers that exist between neighbours 
and encourages them to unite in their shared space, share belongings, 
create social ties, establish trust and live healthier and happier lives. 
The atmosphere conjured in these courtyards can be illustrated via a 
hypothetical scene of neighbours coming together for a shared barbecue 
whilst their children engage in a game of tag alongside their shared pet cat.

This complex aims to dissolve isolation as identified in multi-residental 
typologies through creating manageable micro-communities within a large 
complex.

category / other

by Melanie Modafferi
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Kunstviertel in Kassel (Sectional 
perspective Artist quarter)

The “Artist Quarter” is concerned with applying a new urban crust upon 
the existing “clifflike” condition at the western end of Kassel, the city 
that became the hub of the contemporary art world with its Documenta 
exhibition. A series of towers articulate a labyrinthine interior organisation 
but also act as external references. The project then develops into a 
hierarchy of conditions: some of almost traditional small street dimensions, 
some as “trays” of ground in space and some which develop at almost 
megastructural scale.

This technical pen ink drawing on A-1 transparent paper, first of a series of 
five, is from my student times, under P.Cook at the Städelschule in Frankfurt, 
and the project got the second prize at the Royal Institute of British 
Architects “New in the Old” competition with Sir Richard Rogers as Head of 
the jury and exhibited at the Royal Academy of Arts in London.

category / perspective

by Enrique Hermoso Lera
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Lost in the Moment - A recreation of 
Piranesi

The world that we live in fill of intermixed ideas and distraction that we lose 
the purpose and hope of our living. This drawing depicts or gives a feel of 
how humans get caught up in the small details of life and forget the bigger 
picture which is the tomb in this case of a great worrier. The atmosphere 
that it conjures is of a melancholic, bleak and dark. If we look closely at the 
drawing, we see couple of people working and mending to their business 
and life but forgetting the great story that lives within their lives. It is a 
reminder that we should not get lost in the minute details and forget the 
larger scope of life and what it has to offer for us.

category / abstract

by Fatin Hameed
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Memories of the Blue Condominium

“Design the home of a fictional couple”. But Adam and Eve would never 
design a house, they would only appropriate one. In Jim Jarmusch’s 
movie “Only Lovers Left Alive” time stands still, as the starring couple of 
two vampires tries to survive into eternity, seeking for pieces of the past, 
struggling to relate to the present.

The Blue Condominium will be their home in our narrative. Iconic modernist 
building of the 30’s in the heart of the famous Exarcheia district in Athens. 
Inhabited by countless artistic and political figures of the past, a symbol of 
independence and freedom of expression. Standing in the city as a living 
creature with memory and personality.

For a moment, S.Vempo, L.Zografou,D.Horn, K. Paxinou,F. Germanos,L.Kyrkos 
and A.Grigoropoulos coexist with our characters, while Spyros Papaloukas 
applies the last stroke of Cobalt Blue on the building to mark it in history as 
the Blue Condominium of Exarcheia.

category / elevation

by Georgios Panagiotopoulos and Anthi Pyladarinou
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Museum of Oblivion Memory

Located to the north end of the city of Winnipeg, The Museum of Oblivion 
Memory consists of an adaptive renovation of an existing body of industrial 
ruins, situated adjacent to one of the city’s most dense residential areas. 
It is proposed to rescue, re-use and re-integrate the existing industrial 
infrastructure within, and into, an institution that provides both a physical and 
spiritual framework incorporated through spatial experiences associated 
with the collective memory of the site and the individuals who inhabit it. The 
Museum explores the relationship between individuals, objects, memory and 
imagination. Memory and oblivion provide an essential analytical view of 
human vicissitudes marked by changes and searches, but also by stalking 
of forgetfulness. This Museum juxtaposes architectural strategies to invite 
emotional responses from visitors: to evoke memories via both mind and 
matter; and to obliterate residues or remnants of traumatic histories or other 
agonizing incidents from distant pasts.

category / section

by Jessica D’Toste
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Mutualism

A vertical community regeneration hub which absorbs the surrounding 
resources to sustain its own self and return back its residuals to the ocean 
which also seek as an energy resources for the marine life, keeping the 
cycle to be maintain continuously. Mimic the unique characteristics of the 
mangrove which function as filtering the water quality and generate a 
recyclable energy resources to stimulates the livings above.

Derived the resources through natural driving force which conceive as the 
nature way of mechanism. Regenerate, restore & recycle the resources to 
enhance the sustainability of the cycle allowing the energy conversion to be 
more efficient without giving huge impact to the environment. Consuming 
the prototype of the incoming resources and make used of it to revitalize the 
development of the community with less wastage by solving the problem of 
non-destructible product.

category / section

by Zhen Lap Loy
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Nature Consumption

Nature consumption displays a dystopian visitor center flying over nature 
reserves. It offers a new way of consuming nature by referring to the 
increasing consumption of todays society. While enjoying the spectacular 
visitor center with its sport and learning activities, new technologies for 
sustainability and comfortable personalized capsules, we as visitors forget 
about the unique nature around us and how simple it is to experience it. 
We are caught up in making the most out of our visit in a man made nature 
without even touching the real nature. Wouldn´t a simple toilet block and a 
bench be enough to perceive nature by it self?

Architecture shouldn’t support every change in society. It is essential to 
think ahead of how our ideas could shape the society we live in. Some ideas 
should stay on paper as dystopias.

category / other
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New Athens - City in layers

This imaginary vision for high-in-density urban environments, such 
as Athens, proposes a new experimental layer for the city by turning 
disadvantages into opportunities. Emergent networks pierce through the 
built city fabric, whereas its busiest parts, such as streets, remain on the 
ground. By taking advantage of the density between buildings, interiors can 
be transformed into public spaces, roofs become connected and pathways 
sprout from within buildings. This infrastructure improves pedestrian mobility 
and promotes social interaction across these interconnected public spaces; 
namely, elevated squares, amphitheaters, observation points, communal 
areas and the like.

Different scales of the idea are captured in the hand drawing through 
various perspectives and drawing techniques, which illustrate specific 
qualities of the concept such as architecture, vision and user experience. 
These unravel in detail once you zoom in on the drawing.

Personal Scale - Elevated Bridge (Foreground)
Domestic Scale - Apartment Block (Section)
Urban Scale - Network (Background)

category / perspective

by Nikolaos Psaroudakis
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New Life in the Containment Dome

In 2025 Diablo Canyon Power Plant will be the last nuclear plant in 
California to decommission. The future possibilities of the site, however, 
remain open. Through ecologically responsible alternatives to physical 
demolition, like bioremediation, the plant can become a habitable, adapted 
facility to house research of native and foreign biodiversity. New life begins 
in the nuclear containment dome.

In 1991 single-celled fungi were found thriving in the dark environment 
of the collapsed nuclear reactor at Chernobyl. Fungi were growing thanks 
to the radiation, not in spite of it. Imagine thirty-six years from today—
mushrooms are the revitalizing force at Diablo Canyon. After 10 years of 
decontamination, the concrete containment dome would be converted 
to a fungi and mycelium research laboratory. On select days, the public is 
invited to wander through the tiered growing platforms. The rest of the year, 
mushrooms grow in dark, cavernous space of the revitalized nuclear reactor.

category / section

by Kailie Johnson
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NYC: Imagined Realities

This drawing depicts a family of contour lines that compose a 6x3 block 
range of my neighborhood in Greenpoint, Brooklyn. It explores a new 
possible typology to the area which in recent time, like much of NYC, has 
been erecting new developments that focus on excess and the full extent 
of zoning boundaries. This plan however explores spherical subtractions in 
existing buildings to create new open space within and around buildings. 
The new negative space not only changes the experience of living (how 
a person exits/enters, increased light and air, and the shape of the public 
sidewalk, etc.) it also casts a distinct series of shadows. The drawing overlays 
the shadows that occur at various times of day, creating a dialogue between 
the contours of the solid structure and the intangible profiles they cast in 
daylight. The colored area illustrates a new “Imagined Reality” possible in 
NYC building development/ transformation.

category / plan

by Mari Kroin
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Paducah

A sewn and tought drawing according to the patchwork technique. This 
axonometric view gazed itself through a floral peephole that accentuate the 
dreamlike aesthetic by slightly moving away the observer.

The different elements of brutalist architecture contrast with the bucolic 
environment in wich they are integrated. Borded by the sea to the south and 
by the mountains to the east, Paducah built itself by including its landscape 
in its urban planning. Relic of a bygone era, the first brick wall erected by the 
Paducs, have been preserved by the unhabitants over time. The architectural 
heterogeneity of the city explains the founding people’s diversity. Being the 
last climate-change refugees of the Anthropocene Era, these peoples were 
forced to navigate to Paducah, the last standing island on Earth.

category / perspective

by Victor Selle
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PENANG2095

PENANG 2095
The Duality of Preservation and Progress

If the heritage represents the image of a city, what are the chances of 
creating a futuristic architecture?

By challenging the ideology of preservation, culture and heritage, the 
PENANG 2095 tower is set to provoke and to inspire the local people of 
Penang to imagine an architecture that is historically designed to fit the 
future while constantly inheriting the past with the up to date architectural 
adaptation for its future.

The tower ultimate aspires a constant grow in height through the relevance 
of time and technology.

This thesis project case studies the idea of Rem Koolhaas’ Preservation is 
Overtaking Us.

category / parallel

by Tian Jing Lim
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Peter & Pablo

Imagine: Pablo Picasso meets Peter Cook in “The Garden of live Flowers*, 
what shall they do together?

“I wish you could talk!” “We can talk,” said the Tiger-lily: “when there`s 
anybody worth talking to.” (*“Alice through the looking-glass”, Lewis Carroll)

I modelled a 3d-skyscraper inspired of Picassos “2d-women-sitting-heads”, 
put over my 2d-handmade flowers-of-Goethe-drawings on the façade 
together with some “real floors”, situated it in the Garden of my 3d-build-
and-drawn-2d-handmade-flowers-of-Goethe-landscape and recognize: 
looks like the phantasy architecture of Peter Cook* as 5d-visionary paradise: 
such a surprise! (*“The city, Seen as a Garden of Ideas”, Peter Cook)

To make a “Picasso-Skyscraper” is naughty. But to do that in the Cook`s way, 
is such a pleasure.

category / elevation

by Zlatka Damjanova-Landes
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Platform 9¾ Expansion

Today we live in the world of screens as we look at cellphones, TVs and 
computers longer than we see the physical world. Advances of technology 
such as VR can take us anywhere without the restrictions of reality. Do we 
really live in the solid buildings that contain our physical presence, or in the 
cyber worlds built and connected by the Internet that occupy our minds? 
This drawing attempts to capture the architecture of the real and the virtual, 
both existing, overlapping, competing, negotiating, diminishing and growing, 
as we experience such simultaneity day to day. It is expanding the Wall 
at Platform 9¾ at King’s Cross Station in Harry Potter, the planar division 
between the ordinary world and the fantasy world with unlimited possibilities, 
into a dimensional space where elements from both worlds can co-exist and 
add layers of complexities.

category / abstract

by Xiaohui Wen
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Polymorphous Spatial Monosodium 
Glutamate

This project investigates the uncanniness between the reality that we 
experience on a day-to-day basis, and the unreal encounters within the 
world of videogames and virtual realities. The resultant architecture is a 
massive arcade, ‘alive’ with character, behaviour and reaction.

Located in Crouch End, London, the subterranean arcade complex boosts 
the flavour of this middle class, pleasantly ordinary residence.

Mood, essence, details and nuance were embedded in particular moments 
that narrates the life out of these individual pockets of spaces. Each specific 
arrangement and experience was handcrafted, as well as the hidden stories 
that drove the forms, ready for viewers to savour.

Instead of showing a surgical dissection, this drawing presents a diorama 
to suggest how things would look like. It conveys the authenticity and the 
intensity of the flavours, through a composite of juicy section cuts to reveal 
the architecture’s bone marrow and living organs.

category / section

by Matthew Poon
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Pottery Vault House

My house for a pottery residency in the Hudson Valley explores a way 
of living and working built on a community where labor over a creative 
productivity is shared. The house uses barrel vaults as an architectural 
language to build together live and work spaces under one roof.

As the predominant building material, clay generates microclimates suitable 
for human habitation, allowing humans to domesticate the vault. By 
bringing the vault close to the scale of the individual and by creating rooms 
through the use of precise openings, the vault, which has been historically 
institutional or even sacred, can be domesticated.

On the human scale, through their convergences and divergences, the vaults 
create spaces of varied openness and privacy between co-residents. On 
the building scale, the architectural form orchestrates the flow of natural 
elements—water, heat, sun—and the human interaction with these natural 
resources.

category / section

by Joanne Chen
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Project UP!

Project UP! Is a scheme with the goal to tackle the choicelessness faced by 
domestic helpers and minorities in Hong Kong and aiming to achieve social 
progression as well as adding values to the city whilst doing so. The project 
first looked into campaigning for domestic helpers in Hong Kong and how 
they face choicelessness and repression everyday in their career. Realising 
that their repressions are caused by the bigger problems in the city, such 
as large skill gaps and current housing crisis, the project mainly considered 
two elements: a co-working space funded by microfinancing schemes to 
promote entrepreneurship and businesses, as well as co-housing spaces to 
supply affordable housing and accommodation. These spaces are not only 
aiming to up-skill and improve domestic helpers’ lives, but also minorities, 
low income individuals, businessmen who wants to save money and 
creatives who need manpower to build up their career.

category / other

by Isabelle Tung
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Proyecto en un lote sin árboles

The world deforests its forests alarmingly. Little more than 50 million 
hectares deforested between 2016 and 2017. Man generates a new 
landscape. Which is the place of implantation of a project in a scene without 
trees ... only traces of logs, pastures and creeping plants. When we direct 
the visuals to a landscape, what is your landscape? Perhaps the landscape 
will be, in the absence of the green individual, an imaginary landscape 
and already the windows and openings have no relevance ?. This is a 
project that denies the visual, because there is nothing to see, a seemingly 
apocalyptic project, but saved by its interior architecture ... diffuse, hazardous. 
Methodologically architectural plants are subsequent to formal internment. 
The project is born of generating protective shadows, ventilation cracks, 
scarce relations between outside and inside. Although there is nothing to 
see, there will always be something to do.

category / abstract

by Juan Londoño
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Revealing the Episodic

This project aims to explore the idea of the episodic, and the excess. A 
series of modulated spaces forming a wellness centre located beside Queen 
Victoria Market in Melbourne, Australia. Surfaces are designed to influence 
both what is encompasses, and the effect it can have to the space above, 
below, and next to. Forming an interconnected system within the bounds of 
the infrastructure. Whilst ensuring to provide experiences that engage with 
light, sun, wind, air, water and ground. It explores the idea of using enclosed 
space to provide holistic experiences, in contrast with exposed circulation 
spaces to enforce a sense of reality, through the senses. Exploring the idea 
of the episodic through both the architecture and the movement from within.
A combination of dark steamy spaces, sun baked open rockpools, individual 
and group, double height and head height spaces, and much more are 
composed in relation from one to another.

category / section
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Sa(l)vaging the Forest

This drawing tells a story about Matsutake mushrooms.

The top left corner indicates a Tibetan town called Shangri-la in Southwest 
China (mapped in red). After its forests being severely logged and damaged, 
the shattered local ecosystem has however, fostered the growth of one of 
the most valuable mushrooms - Matsutake. The top right corner illustrates 
the symbiotic relationship of Matsutake mushrooms with their host trees. 
Below it, you can trace the extremely complex commodity chain which 
encouraged local commercial and social exploitations.

The plan in the centre shows the topography of the village and its 
surrounding mountain forests, where the design interventions locate. The 
two plan drawings on the bottom left show the prototype of a Matsutake 
sorting centre which allows the local foragers to inhabit the forest, grade and 
sort the mushrooms and directly ship to external markets. The project aims 
to rework the existing natural and mercantile ecologies.

category / other

by Feifei Zhou
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Serenity, Intransigent, Eternity, 
Loch Tay

Balnearn boathouse connotes a maturity often unseen in modern projects 
as it rises steadfast from the loch, emphasising its own permanence through 
the oblation of unwavering clarity against the vehemence of diverse and 
often terrifying local weather patterns. Considering its proximity to the water, 
the effigy of the roof is truly a welcome sight to behold from between the 
ominous froth of white tempestuous waves on a dark and desolate day, as 
well as its pure serenity when viewed across the glimmering mirror created 
during tranquil summers. Despite its modest proportions, the boathouse’s 
quiet arrogance towards adversity is, in my opinion, a lesson for humanity. 
Through its adaptability it is able to exist eternally in harmony with the local 
ecosystem, despite its blatant divergence from classical natural aesthetics; a 
role-model of the transition we as a species must undertake, emphasised by 
the audacity of the colours and medium used.

category / perspective

by James Read
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Slytherin Common Room

One of the four houses in Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, 
the Slytherin house takes in ambitious, loyal and cunning young wizards 
and witches. Secretly located under the Great Lake, the common room is 
designed with an experience of entering a Gothic influenced religious hall. 
Its height dwarfs and humbles its occupants. Its walkways long and winding, 
which opens up to the underwater view of the Great Lake. Aptly named “the 
apse”, the four-story-high gathering space is dominated by a large stone-
carved Basilisk, the intimidating legendary snake that adorns the crest of 
Slytherin House. Stone walls line the perimeter walls, surrounding the glowing 
aquariums that contain magical creatures and artifacts. Notorious for being 
hostile, it often surprises their close allies that Slytherins help tends to sick 
underwater creatures in the dark waters outside the common room.

category / section

by Xiao Qing Chen
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South Tower

This sketch depicts the south tower of the Twin Lights Light Station in 
Navesink, New Jersey. While it was never the tallest lighthouse, its large 
stone blocks and castle-like appearance make it a very powerful, imposing 
structure. Its form followed its function as its light was, at one time, the most 
powerful in the country. Its unique architecture also helps to make it a very 
effective day marker as it steadfastly protects ships passing by as they enter 
New York Harbor.

category / sketch

by Gregory DiNapoli
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Southall Floating Market: collective 
landscape and social infrastructures

The urban regeneration of Southall imagines an alternative future for high-
density multi-generational living for culturally diverse communities. Through 
the lens of Hindu notions of space making and community engagement 
studies, the Southall Floating Market depicts how the use of waste land can 
provide self-sustaining architecture for habitation and stimulate alternative 
planning approaches through the cultivation of health and well-being.

The drawing creates a moment of Southall Floating Market that is located on 
the new fictional extension of the Grand Junction Canal, which was one of the 
last canals to carry significant commercial traffic and is still open to traffic.

The architecture in the drawing seeks to provide integration and cohesion 
between the existing and future communities by encouraging participation 
in the design and construction of the habitats which are able to adapt and 
transform to the changing needs of a multi-generational family.

category / perspective

by Gintare Kapociute
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Stair-scape City

‘Indian Urban Hotel’ is a hypothetical project exploring the cultural aspect 
of Indian architecture. The aim was to find a new way to interpret and apply 
cultural knowledge into the designing process. That is to clarify: studying 
vernacular architecture was not the intention.

Works by architect B.V.Doshi (both designs and writings) were studied, in 
search for, what to form the country’s culture. ‘Ambiguity’ stands out as 
the architect mentioned: a strong urban quality of the Indian cities. It then 
formed the core character of the project.

The hotel was not treated as a building but rather at the urban scale. A grid 
of stairs and paths spreads out through the entire site, to what I called it the 
‘stairs-scape’. In hope, the hint of ambiguous feeling could enhance visitor’s 
experience of the country within the hotel’s boundary. And the sense of 
journey and location would vary from time to time.

category / perspective

by Vu Nguyen Le
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Stillhouse 1

Housed under a rolling timber roof, the skeleton of a manufactured 
landscape, a sea of elegant stills distil whisky of the finest cut; The Macallan. 
Stood in the first of three consecutive stillhouses, beneath the warmth of 
wood and copper, a never-ending, perfectly intertwined hidden world of 
pipes and valves carry the whisky along its journey. From here one can look 
out to Easter Elchies, the whisky’s spiritual home and to the picturesque 
Spey Valley, but the hidden beauty, buried into the hills of The Macallan 
Estate is man made, telling the story of hundreds of years of tradition, 
craftsmanship and quality.

Combining 3 perspectives of the stillhouse, this detailed ink hand drawing 
uses traditional drafting techniques to convey the value of patient classic 
craft in an age of instant consumerism.

category / perspective
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Sunset

Sunset.

Wave after wave bathes the warm body of the land.

A fatigued boat finds its way to shore and goes silent,
a lonely pilgrim leaving it in search of other people.

Three forms. The line of the promenade like
the crest of a wave, the horizontal structure of the boat,
and the conical shape of the pavilion.
All create a complete spatial composition,
viewed advantageously from
any point along the shore.

Walking down along the shore, people may admire
the beauty of the sky and the sea.

The silver glitter of the waves leads their eyes
up to the brightening moon.

The old mysterious ship offers them stories about
the sea and warms them up in its womb as they
sip delicious drinks in good company.

The conical sculpture acts as an observatory
from whence one can trace the stars and the planets
while meditating to soothing music.

category / sketch

by Slava Nikitin
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Super(mid)town

Super(mid)town is a forecast of the effects of large-scale developments 
in New York City. By the year 2050, the trend of superblocks destabilizes 
the organizing principles of the 1811 Manhattan grid. As streets continue 
to be de-mapped and deviant pathways begin to cut through the city, 
physical boundaries begin to blur. A new scale emerges that fuses together 
architecture and urbanism – Super-ism.

The forecast supersizes present day POPs (privately-own public spaces). 
These spaces are a collection of urban oases detached from the grid. Smart 
technology allows private corporations to find new means of way-finding 
and “herding of people” in and around the city. This allows them to control 
the movement of consumers and citizens for their own profit. As a result new 
pathways allow citizens to penetrate into previously private domains. Super-
ism reimagines how privately-public developments, super-infrastructures, 
and smart technology will affect the urban experience in Smart New York.

category / other

by Daxi Qu and Siyu Huang
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Tall Density

Having grown up in Romania, then a Communist country where the flat 
architecture of the ’70s and ’80s dominated the face of urbanism, at the age 
of ten my architectural perception was turned upside down when I learned 
about the existence of skyscrapers and the high density of American 
downtowns.

From that moment in my early teens, I started expressing this discovery 
with every possible tool (pen, pencil, paper boxes, sticks) and pushing the 
boundaries of massing and high-rise concentration in my visionary world to 
an extreme level. This drawing represents the climax of all those relentless 
iterations—the final satisfaction of my craving for density.

The juxtaposition of tall and slender buildings and the use of various styles 
(whether neo-gothic, modern, or brutalist) are all combined on this single 
piece of paper, manifesting my desire to create relationships between these 
objects which subordinate under the rigorous masterplan of tall density.

category / perspective

by Rolf Temesvari
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Terrain Vague, Urban futures

This piece illustrates the basics of the Project “Terrain vague, Urban futures”, 
(Undergrad dis) also illustrating how new tech can help designers design, 
illustrate and sell concepts to clients and the public. Split between the 
current day(R), and projection as seen through VR(L). Explored under 
Birmingham’s(UK) infamous Spaghetti junction, it aims to place the Human 
back in the centre of such spaces. Reintroducing dynamic experiences 
and interactions, ultimately bringing life to these otherwise forgotten voids. 
Introducing something for everyone, whether its for work, pleasure or 
learning; the scheme will provide something for All. In the process boasting 
the local economy & creating a huge sense of place and pride for the city 
of Birmingham in the process. Helping the city move towards its goals of 
becoming an international renowned green city and leading innovator; 
ultimately “Putting Birmingham back on the map” as stated by their new 
2031 big city plan.

category / other

by Jacob Neal
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The Architects Mind

Architecture begins with the ways in which we perceive the spaces we inhabit. 
With our sensory perception we inhabit the space, we recognize the cave 
in which our ancestors may had found shelter. Slowly, through our quotidian 
actions we shape the buildings we occupy and relate to our everyday 
landscape. In a second plane, we utilize our imagination to explore alternate 
realities, from utopias to dystopias, conceptualizing the cities we will populate. 
From experience we learn, understand, reason and construct informed idea 
of reality–using intelligence, to bring our architecture to the third realm 
of knowledge. The final chamber, the most important, is memory: how we 
translate our journey thorough all these constructions into an idea, a drawing, 
a building. Memory is the tool we use to interpret past experiences into the 
present, the praxis through which we construct our knowledge and identity.

category / abstract

by Gabriela Alvarez
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The Architecture of Destruction

Life in a protected, urban environment had kept us hidden from the impacts 
we made. As we built more, we took more, and could not replace earth’s 
resources at the same speed we grew. As we strived for taller buildings we 
forgot what had been taken below.

As our cities expanded, we built above the water. From my window I see 
distant trees being collected and burned for energy. Below, I watch our 
waste flow into the ocean. We as a species failed to act on climate change. 
For too long, we were hidden from witnessing our planet diminish beneath 
us. We are now left with towers that appear as monsters consuming anything 
natural in their path. The ideas of visionaries who once proposed sustainable 
cities remain only as stories to us. One can only wonder what life would be 
like if we were exposed to this destruction earlier.

category / perspective
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The Ark

By exploring the idea of architecture as a medium for survival and the 
restructuring of civilization after the breakout of a global nuclear winter. 
Survivors from the initial blasts find themselves an unlikely safe haven: the 
world’s harshest environment - the Seven Summits. By using aeroplane 
remains and resources from the nearby villages surrounding the summit, 
population begins their slow recovery. With little technology and limited 
expertise or technique, experimental structures of different means start to 
appear on the mountain range, attempting to harvest the essentials and 
energy to fulfill basic survival needs of the colony.

The structure of mechanisms is a self-sustaining power and water harvesting 
yard that supports indoor farming, the essentials to human survival. As 
a vault of knowledge, accessible to those who shows the capability of 
affecting change over the cycle of human history. It is an artefact of the 
colony, incarnate on the landscape.

category / section
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The Babylonian Meander No 7

Homo Ludens which was a term coined by Johann Huizinga in the book 
titled:’ A Study of the Element of Play in Culture.’ According to Huizinga, 
man is the player or the maker who plays with separate elements. As we 
look into the core of this project Babylon which is based upon the idea of 
Homo Ludens or “the playful man”deals with the participation of people in 
the fields of design and architecture while also influencing the construction 
of its surroundings.Due to the water-level rise in coastal cities like Dubai. 
This not only poses a problem to the environment but potentially to the 
people living in those areas. Since the number one economy in that region is 
aquaculture. Our proposal explores solutions to fishing methodologies in the 
21st Century and creating an economically self-sufficient community which 
benefits from its own production through aquaculture while also designing 
its architectural surrounding on water.

category / abstract

by Sahil Rattha Singh
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The City of ‘Pencil Buildings’

Densification of a built environment can take various forms depending on 
specific contexts. In Tokyo where land redistribution frequently happens 
between landowners for profits and tax avoidance, ‘pencil buildings’ 
emerge on fragmented lots with extremely limited footprints and as many 
floors as possible. In dense neighborhoods such as Shibuya and Ginza, 
the proliferation of pencil buildings brings imaginations of Tokyo’s future 
urbanscape.

In addition to portraying the emerging city of pencil buildings, this drawing 
proposes a co-living scenario inside a pencil building with less than 4-meter 
width. Although densification physically brings people close to each other, 
the potential social segregation brought by verticality is hard to remediate. 
In response to the needs of new generations to socialize and share costs 
of living, a pencil building can perform as a co-living hub with each floor 
accommodating a distinctive activity that could happen in residential life.

category / sketch

by Haoyu Wang
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The Fourth Dimension

The following illustration is inspired by the quantum Hall effect (based on 
three Nobel Prices), which explains how the fourth dimension could be 
perceived into space, this theory is represented by the reflection of four 
completely plane universes connected through a central point. Our version 
shows our desire of taking that experience into an ordinary architectonic 
space, in that case, just a restaurant. We have addressed the feeling of being 
into a fourth dimension by designing a square shaped floor plan, covered in 
four mirror walls. The tree evokes life as the energy that connects every one 
of each parallel universes that are being refracted trough the mirrors.

category / perspective

by Daniel Sanchez and Genesis Gonzalez
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The Function of Form

This is the story of a pragmatic utopia. Giving form to our future by utilising 
technology and social infrastructure to live efficiently and organically 
alongside our environment, blurring the lines between city and nature to 
build a more vibrant world for a socially diverse culture.

Featuring the Amager Resource Centre in Copenhagen by Bjarke ingles. A 
waste to power plant that shows how Hedonistic sustainability and social 
infrastructure can be used to create better societies, by integrating crucial 
infrastructure into our cities and utilising form to provide much needed 
community amenity space that increases quality of life in economic, 
environmental and social ways.

Inspired by the Japanese Metabolism movement, this provocative Avant Guard 
vision seeks an architecture that acts as a living organism, constantly growing 
and adapting to its environment, adjusting to our ever-changing world.

category / abstract

by Ben Mc Quaid
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The Holy City of Detroit: 
The Kingdom of Heaven

Following the promise to “Make America Great Again”, the drawing highlights 
delusional state of Trump’s America in restoring its past glory. It aims to 
critique its policies under his administration. Modelled within the premise of 
rebuilding Detroit as a holy site, the imaginary city serves as a pilgrimage 
destination for Christianity where Donald Trump is at the centre of its belief. 
It is a political satire, but also suggests a near future possibility.

The drawing takes its inspiration from Edmund Burke’s sublime art, as shown 
by two guards on its foreground overlooking a flat projection of the city. The 
golden angels however are surveillance drones. The clouds however are 
smokes coming off chimneys. The red sea however is flooded area of the 
city contaminated by dangerous minerals and red algae. The drawing aspires 
to be biblical as it does profanity.

category / other
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The Holy City of Detroit: The Last 
Supper

Following the promise to “Make America Great Again”, the drawing highlights 
delusional state of Trump’s America in restoring its past glory. It aims to 
critique its policies under his administration. Modelled within the premise of 
rebuilding Detroit as a holy site, the imaginary city serves as a pilgrimage 
destination for Christianity where Donald Trump is at the centre of its belief. 
It is a political satire, but also suggests a near future possibility.

The drawing is a mash up between an homage to Cockerell’s tribute painting 
of Sir Christopher Wren, and Da Vinci’s The Last Supper with a political twist 
on the foreground, inspired by a cartoon first published by MAD Magazine in 
2016. The cathedrals and churches however are fast food restaurants. The 
disciples however are 2016 Republican Presidential Candidates. The Christ 
with a golden halo however is President Donald Trump.

category / perspective

by Qaisy Jaslenda
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The Imaginable Perspective of a 
Delivered Future

The Imaginable Perspective of a Delivered Future is a look at an imagined 
urban context overlayed with a forecast of future delivery and household 
components. These “components” impact our spaces, how do we shape them 
to fit to our contexts without restructuring our buildings? What even are these 
elements? Scalar comparisions act as reminders to think of our evolutions not 
only in their single unit form but in urban environments as a whole.

category / abstract
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The Imaginarium

The Imaginarium is a project that is located in Oxford, United Kingdom.
The site chosen for the project is located near the water bodies, between 
Thames river and Oxford canal.Oxford is well-known as an ideal destination 
for students to study globally. It is rich with heritage, history and of course 
architecture. Looking at the increase percentage of students studying in 
Oxford within each year, the Imaginarium hope to create an added value 
to Oxford as an attraction.The Imaginarium as the name suggest is an 
architecture that the function can be change based on the users imagination 
or perception.It is an open space building structure that acts as a pavilion.
The Imaginarium can be a social space for students and tourists alike. It can 
also be celebratory space for students to celebrate their graduation. The 
building also accommodate small factory for Oxford souvenirs shown by the 
colourful glass structure and the balloon tower.

category / perspective
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The Inexistence of Imperfection; 
Istana Woodneuk

Along Holland Road lies the entrance to a contrasting landscape, from the 
manicured Singapore streets. The Ruins of Istana Woodneuk exist in central 
Singapore, adjacent to UNESCO Singapore Botanic Gardens, yet protected 
as a blind spot within its dense forest. Has Woodneuk’s ‘disappearance’ 
allowed it to truly ‘grow’ within this local narrative?

The thesis is a time-based transformation of the Ruins and its larger context. 
Juxtaposed against the clean street façade, passer-bys can now embark 
on a journey. Ironically, by allowing access, it can no longer exist as living 
architecture. Further north, an archival facility is introduced.

As time passes, roles are reversed. Woodneuk is preserved in ruinous 
state, while the archive takes off as a growing ruin, contrasting beside two 
conserved colonial bungalows.

This new landscape contains a juxtaposition of experiences and projects an 
alternate imagination, of architecture being respected as a growing entirety 
of form, landscape and stories.

category / section
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The Leftovers

This drawing represents the remains of a lost civilization, engulfed by the 
nature that has become overwhelming and toxic. It can be assumed that 
some places have become uninhabitable due to human activity, particularly in 
Europe. The cathedral of Gothic inspiration, represented in the background, 
is also symbolized by a vegetal cathedral that buries the building. In this 
drawing, I wanted to express the idea of a lost heritage. Those who remain are 
as much the humans who survived a great disaster as the buildings that bear 
witness to a lost civilization. It seemed relevant to me to compare the issue of 
safeguarding architectural heritage with the broader issue of natural heritage. 
I wanted to reverse the balance of power. In addition, the coral-inspired 
vegetation also suggests the threat of rising waters.

category / sketch
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The Masques of Victorian Houses

The masques of this Victorian house are imagined during the psychedelic 
60s era in San Francisco... From sex rooms to LSD trips, this home hides it’s 
darkest secrets in it’s core. Living as a teenage girl in during the Summer 
of Love meant showing a different mask coming from the outside world 
into the reality of home in a Victorian House, but what happens when this 
teenage girl comes home still wearing her outside mask and she imagines 
a different world, the architecture changes the details around her start 
to become more prominent from the balloon frame to the bubbles of her 
mother taking a shower. It is interesting to think about how architecture is 
seen in different states of mind and drugs, and design for those that don’t 
have the same perception of reality that we do.
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The Meat Market

The project is combining an artificial meat factory with a markethall, serving 
as an economic catalyst for the city of Detroit.

A modular local food-hub, where cultural meat is produced, processed, 
distributed, stored, sold and consumed. The product is growing via a 
vertical assembly-line consisting of different kinds of tanks that is defining 
a hierarchy of spaces. The first three levels are a public market where 
the meat is sold. The upper levels are restaurants, research labs and 
maintenance facilities. Underground are meatstorage-units where it then 
gets picked up and distributed to surrounding supermarkets.

One module consists of four assembly-lines that are connected with the 
energy-supply-system inbetween. They are spreadout and create a network 
within the city.

Not only does its localization within the city borders help people gain back 
a relationship between product and consumer, but it also reduces the 
environmental impact of the world’s current inefficient food system.

category / section
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The Ministry of Ocean Wisdom

A speculative scenario that relocates human habitat from a land based 
system to a water based system.

Inspired by Jules Verne’s “In Search of the Castaways” where heroes travel 
the oceans of the world to find and save the lost crew, The Ministry of Ocean 
Wisdom occupies 20,000 sq km of the Danish Territorial Waters. Considering 
the foreseeable sea level increase across Denmark, The Ministry is a project 
showing a model of embracing ocean level rise and consequently taking up 
life on water. The Ministry has a strategic approach to the foreseeable event 
of ocean level rise and it operates through a set of components that prepare, 
protect and provide for the population and the territory under flood threat. 
The Ministry represents and act of education about the ocean and its values: 
it mediates dialogue between people who part similar hardships and want to 
share knowledge with compassion and generosity.

category / perspective
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The Queen City

Like many cities across the country, Cincinnati has seen an amazing 
revitalization to our underutilized and older neighborhoods in the downtown 
area. From the newly developed riverfront Smale park to the restoration 
of the historic Italianate buildings of Over-the-Rhine (OTR), this drawing 
captures every building in a 2 sq miles and is a celebration of the people 
and the places created and saved for future generations. While time 
intensive, the illustration’s delicate lines make capturing even the smallest 
details possible. The maze of line work also gives camouflage to the dozens 
of Easter eggs hidden among the buildings that further celebrate specific 
areas of the city. From a Mario Piranha Plant marking the local arcade to 
a zipper joining two roads, the city and drawing will continue to delight for 
those willing to look. Zoom in and see what you can find.
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The Reef of Silence

‘The Reef of Silence’ explores a funerary venue and coral cultivation 
facility within underwater structure alongside investigation into cultural 
and environmental issues in Indian Ocean. Visionary burials called ‘Tectonic 
Vultures’ consist of new techniques in body decomposition such as freeze-
drying and liquefaction transforming human body into nutrients in forms of 
powder and liquid. Then, coral, which is urban infrastructure of marine life, 
is fed by those vultures and ready for transplanting back into the nature. 
Although, the tectonic vultures are the most crucial componentry providing 
huge benefit to rehabilitate wider marine life, a manipulated architectural 
skin plays a significant role in a foundation for the coral to settle down and 
accelerate in its growth. Eventually, it will be covering the whole skin and 
become natural reef structure establishing underwater city of marine life.

category / perspective
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The scientist the collector and the 
treasure hunter: A knowledge center 
for the Cradle of Humankind  

This plan investigates the role of architecture as the connection between the 
study of the past, the understanding of the present, and the possibilities of 
the future, and where the concept of temporality shapes design. Kromdraai 
Cave, South Africa, is one of the five original caves included in the World 
Heritage declaration on the Cradle of Humankind. It is viewed through 
the intervention as a point of connection in time. The site is envisioned as 
a center of knowledge, relating the physical, archaeological and ethereal 
value of the site directly to the building in the form of the grid. Fossils 
placed within the building can be seen in view of the original discovery 
co-ordinates, orientating the visitor simultaneously within the past and the 
present. The modularity of the design allows for the building to be shaped 
over time, while leaving minimal impact on the world heritage site.

category / plan
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The Synthesis

“The Synthesis” is a new style of living, wherein; it becomes an organic 
addition with luxurious spaces, within the mountains of Oman.

The concept behind “The Synthesis” lies in the mountain being lifted or 
pulled open to accommodate gallery spaces, living spaces, labs and retreats. 
The pull is exaggerated by openings connected to columns, of varying 
heights that evoke the feeling of “trying to break free.”

As a result, a juxtaposed condition is created wherein the mountain is pulled 
open to create space, however, the columns prevent the pull by bounding it 
to the ground, just like the roots of a tree.

The structural columns itself become significant markers to measure seismic 
activity in this tectonic region.

“The Synthesis” is a natural part of the landscape in its appearance and 
has the potential to become a form that supports a dense ecosystem 
camouflaging the skin, over the coming years.

category / section
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The Water Experience

This project aims to give visitors new experiences with water. Well-being and 
play – lead naturally to learned skills. The geometry is inspired by the rugged 
Norwegian coastline. There are shallow pools for young kids, and different 
sized structures to climb. The main construction is waterproof concrete with 
different surfaces specifically designed to suit different functions. Intertwined 
areas of pools invite people to experience water, whether they seek the calm 
atmosphere of the quiet enclosed pool with light displays or the challenging 
thrill of the deep diving pool or the roaring waterfall that massages you. There 
is also a spacious sports pool for exercise and instruction, and a river that 
leads to an open-air pool on the sun deck.

category / section
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Timeless in Barcelona

Gaudi once said “The creation continues incessantly through the media of 
man.” La Sagrada Familia, one of his best creations, is a perfect example to 
demonstrate this saying.

Towering at the heart of Barcelona, the 1.5 century old ‘Work in Progress’ 
is an intriguing structure for tourists, artists and architects alike. The urban 
features of Barcelona compliment the legacy of Gaudi, whose ‘nature 
inspired artwork’ decorates various corners of Barcelona. The city shows a 
perfect combination of “Straight lines which belong to men and curved ones 
which belong to God”.

This illustration shows the oldest facade of La Sagrada Familia- The Nativity 
Facade, along with Barcelona’s Super-block layout. The structure that has 
seen immense technological progress in construction since 1882, brings a 
sense of timelessness to the city.

Considering its complexity and mysticism, how could this masterpiece 
not immortalise Architecture as a form of art that can impact multiple 
generations?

category / perspective
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Transcribing Architecture Through 
the medium of Imagination  

Dichotomy of Art and Architecture, A realization of an Architect who sees the 
unseen worlds with the eye of sub-conscious.The imaginary visuals of memory 
are converted into artistic architectural drawing to convey a factual message.

This is a fictional tale of an abandoned Historical Site “Barood Khana” 
within the walled City of Lahore, through the vision of an Architect who 
continues her journey as an artist in imaginary mindscapes to transcribe 
the potential of neglected site. The uproarious silence of site and memory 
layers of various eras suggested the potential to imagine the wonder world 
below, where the depth of ground becomes the height of the sky. She 
found herself in a world of enlightenment where she met artists such as 
dancers, musicians and sculptors. Silence embodies the most exaggerated 
possibilities to express the truth, whereas the reverse ideology of art 
decipher the most practical solutions.

category / other
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Transient Deficiencies

Transient Deficiencies questions the nature of the dialogue between 
what is permanent/perfect and what is temporary/transient. Specifically, 
in the context of the Industrial Areas in the United Arab Emirates whose 
demographic composition consists of workers, immigrants, and refugees 
who are typically there for a short period of time. The warehouse is their 
place of work, it is a social structure in which a certain attitude and 
condition is expected. Therefore, because of these reasons, the proposed 
interventions are outside of those social structures and are now opened to 
allow for non-structured types of conditions where the occupants, regardless 
of where they come from and how long they will be there for, are going to be 
using them as they wish. Transient Deficiencies is thus a representation of 
an attitude towards mono-cultural environments, specifically the seemingly 
perfect, permanent and predictable industrial areas of the U.A.E.

category / perspective
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Ulterior Romanticism

The project explores new paradigms for imagining the changing relationship 
between architectural space, tectonic elements, peak human experiences, 
and time.

A cathedral for the distant future 12,000 years from now.

Speculating on how our relationship to architectural objects and our 
experience of architectural space change over the very long term as the 
nature of human perception evolves and is inevitably transformed.

I believe that we will eventually come to know a reality that is much broader 
than the one we currently experience. We will be liberated from Plato’s cave 
and come to perceive reality in a fundamentally different, fundamentally 
expanded way. We will lose our bodies. Death may become obsolete. The 
distinction between subject and object – between “us” and the space we 
inhabit – will collapse. At some point, “we” will become one with “architecture”. 
The design is meant to imagine this moment, and how we get there.
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Walking in Istanbul

Walking on a rainy day in Istanbul with my sketchbook, this view caught my 
eye. It reminds me of all the tales and story behind the skin of this city. You 
can feel layers of history by walking through the alleys and walls from 2500 
years ago, a 300-year-old gate, and a small touch of modernism.
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